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City of 10,000 Buddhas: DRBU moves into newly
renovated historical building
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When Gov. Ronald Reagan decommissioned the Mendocino State Hospital in 1972, a sprawling
community of physicians and nurses, patients, craftspeople, laborers and professionals of all
kinds was dissolved, leaving behind a campus of over 70 large buildings, three gymnasiums, a
fire station and a swimming pool.
Two years later, Venerable Master Hsuan Hua founded the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas on
488 acres of former Mendocino State Hospital land that his organization, Dharma Realm
Buddhist Association, purchased to create an environment where the teachings of the Buddha
could be transmitted in America.
“Our founder came here and said, ‘This is where we’re going to expand. This is going to be our
headquarters,’” said Kristine Ang Go, director of Campus Planning and Design for Dharma Realm
Buddhist University.
“And so, he purchased the place, and he started the three schools, Instilling Goodness
Elementary School, Developing Virtue Secondary School boys’ and girls’ division, and Dharma
Realm Buddhist University.”
Go recently oversaw the conversion of the large, X-shaped building at the center of the City of
Ten Thousand Buddhas — nearly 28,000 square feet over two floors — into the new main
building of Dharma Realm Buddhist University through a change of occupancy renovation of the
building at 5950 Proper View Way, which is known as the “South Wing.”
The university, which has been occupying the oldest building on the entire campus for the past
40 years — the one adjacent to the Jyun Kang Vegetarian Restaurant, with the Buddha in the
second floor window — has been growing by 20 percent per year since the introduction of its
new undergraduate and masters level degree programs four years ago, said Wayne Chen,
director of Admissions and Financial Aid, and according to Go, “in that building, as cozy and
wonderful as it is and as much as we love it, we’ve come to realize that we cannot continue to
grow as a university just within that space. We’re going to need more space. We’re going to

need to provide more services to our students, and so that’s why we are moving here. We’re
very excited to be starting our new class here in the fall!”
The newly renovated university building is at once inspirational, professional and contemplative.
Go’s steady hand in the restoration was guided by the Buddhist principles that direct the flow of
activity at the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas: Follow the flows of nature. Let the environment
suggest how to live within it. Listen to the land. Use what is given, and take only what is needed.
And in one’s own daily life, cultivate a mindfulness practice that allows one to decrease one’s
own suffering so that the suffering of all beings can be attenuated, and ultimately, through the
enlightenment of all beings, eliminated.
Wherever possible, existing features that probed into the past of the stately building were
preserved, either as they were found or as they were discovered as the renovation work got
underway.
“Most of the interior, we kept the same,” Go said. “We thought about what kind of university
functions could fit within a space of this nature, instead of saying, ‘OK, Let’s rip out everything
and change everything so that it works for us.’ So we tried to really have the building speak to us
about what it can be in terms of that crossover between what it used to be and what it’s going
to be in the future.”
As Go ascended the stairs to the second floor, where the university’s new administrative offices,
classrooms and meditation hall are situated, she observed the perfectly-preserved chicken wire
glass in the stairwell that the renovation project’s architect, Siegel & Strain Architects, a
promoter of and frequent presenter on the topic of green architecture and design, was able to
keep in place as a subtle reminder of the building’s institutional past.
“You just don’t find these kinds of things nowadays,” she mused. “This provides light and airiness
to the space. It’s a way of honoring the history of the building and keeping its original character
intact.”
She walked along smooth, polished concrete floors, which are the originals, complete with many
of the imperfections left from decades of institutional use. All it took to ready it, she said, was
removing the floor tiles, and then, “just basic patching and polishing — and it’s still a beautiful,
beautiful floor.”
Go then stopped at the center of the building, from which point each wing radiates out in a
different cardinal direction, and then she looked down. “This is where the doctors and nurses

would stand.”
The evidence of the glass observation chamber once used to survey the mental hospital’s
patients surrounded her in the concrete floor as dark gray marks delineated the chamber’s
former walls. “And this is where we patched where the structural pipes came up.”
Smooth silver rings left in place in the floor are all that is left of the pipes that once held the
observation chamber in place. “When we did demolition, we found boards on the wall that had
the list of patients and what bed they were in,” Go said, noting that the university is preserving
all of the artifacts (including those bed records) revealed during the renovation.
Even though the institutional history of the building is still unmistakably palpable, it’s not offputting, because a common theme, the therapeutic exploration of the human mind, carries over
into the building’s new purpose.
“Study of the mind is part of this building’s makeup. In a way, we are doing the same thing — still
study of the mind — but in a different way. This used to be the building’s history, and we are just
continuing that.”
Ken Cannata, a second- year student in the university’s Masters in Buddhist Classics program,
and Drew Didway, a sophomore in the Bachelors in Liberal Arts program, were stationed outside
the new library in the South Wing, power washing metal panels that had been donated to the
university by Mendocino Community College.
Cannata and Didway had earlier this month been moving in truckloads of free high-end office
furniture from a high-rise office building in San Francisco, which the university had thriftily
located on Craigslist.
“This is a beautiful manifestation of fruition of a long time and a lot of love and labor and effort,”
said Cannata, who first came to the program when it was much smaller about a decade earlier.
“Honestly, I am bewildered and full of wonder and excitement.…We have a whole new space,
which feels like we are uncovering newness in our life. We’re fresh. This whole thing is fresh. It
feels like being at DRBU [is] this kind of freshness.”
Thanks to the space now available to the university at the South Wing, Chen sees a bright future
for the university’s near-term growth.

“Based on our current planning, we can comfortably grow for another five years.” This bodes
well for the cross-cultural enrichment, teaching, and accomplishments both academic and
personal driven by a study of the primary texts underlying Buddhist philosophy that Master Hua
held to be an important part of his work in establishing the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas and
Dharma Realm Buddhist University.
“When I came to America, I made a great vow: I wanted to be a sculptor who would mold living
Buddhas, living Bodhisattvas, and living Patriarchs,” wrote Master Hua. “Those who lived in the
past are of no help now. Now we have to create live ones to save the world and its people.”
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